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Qualifying 

So as we join up on a bitterly cold morning here at Daytona Manchester we look ahead to the third 

round of the InKart Cadet Championship.  

We have an amazing turn out of spectators and this looks to be an exciting morning. 

As the karts leave the pits its clear to see the drivers will need to warm their tyres before the lap 

times will fall. 

Alisha Palmowski is first to get up to temperature but is quickly followed by Oliver Aloul and Alex 

Whipday. 

The pack is nicely spaced so little racing occurs, this can only benefit the fields lap times. 

James Rowan Stout spins at the hairpin which brings out the yellows, and slows the field for a lap. 

A shame for James as he was starting to look comfortable out there. 

Alex Bomberg posts some competitive times as he moves up the board followed by Harry Eyre and 

Ioan Evans. 

Into Q2 and it is the front 3 again of Alisha Palmowski, Oliver Aloul and Alex Whipday that slam quick 

times early on, showing their intent. Harry Eyre has definitely found his stride and posts a good lap-

time. 

Matt Prior and Oliver Flexen start to find their feet and find an extra few tenths, but as James Rowan 

Stout catches they begin to race and it slows their progress and ultimately costs them all a place in 

Q3. 

Q3 and we have spaced out drivers which is dropping the field’s times dramatically. This leads to 

little dramas on circuit, so all drivers can concentrate on doing the best to improve their times. 

As the clock ticks down everybody is pushing hard, the top 3 position are all filled with 33s laps 

which is amazing to see. 

 

Qualifying Results 

P1 Alex Whipday – 33.351  P7 Matthew Wright  – 34.761 Elim Q2 

P2 Oliver Aloul  – 33.710  P8 Oliver Flexen   – 35.045 Elim Q2 

P3 Alisha Palmowski – 33.816  P9 Matt Prior   – 35.071 Elim Q2 

P4 Alex Bomberg – 34.073  P10 James Rowan Stout   – 35.819 Elim Q2 

P5 Harry Eyre  – 34.094  P11 Thomas Lee Davies  – 36.734 Elim Q1 

P6 Ioan Evans  – 34.616  P12 Grace Lee Davies  – 37.288 Elim Q1 



 
Race 

So with Qualifying behind us we look ahead to the race! 

The lights come and go and Thomas Lee Davies makes 3 places up from the start line, amazing 

reaction times! 

 It’s a very clean first lap as the drivers snake over the bridge and then sweep through the tunnel. 

James Rouen-Stout makes a mistake and loses the back end at the third hairpin and Matt Prior 

capitalizes without a second thought. 

At the front it is very close between Alisha Palmowski, Harry Eyre and Alex Whipday. They are nose 

to tail, very little separating them. 

Very clean racing from all the drivers fantastic to see considering the temperature of the track. 

Alex Whipday and Oliver Aloul are storming away at the front they look solid up top and only a 

mistake will hinder their progress. 

Alisha Palmowski and Harry Eyre are battling for 3rd but some fantastic defensive manoeuvres keep 

her ahead and frustrates Harry Eyre. 

Drivers bunch up after a yellow flag at turn one after James Rowan-Stout loses it again. You can see 

he is frustrated with that one. 

Alisha Palmowski again defending with some fantastic kart positioning. Harry is throwing everything 

he has at her. 

Blue flags come out early due to the yellow flag. Drivers have been briefed that failure to adhere to 

three blue flags will result in black flag being issued. 

So far there has been a good understanding of blue flags by Rouen Stout and Grace Lee-Davies. 

12 laps in and Alisha, Harry, Ioan, and Mathew Wright are all within touching distance of each other. 

Harry Eyre is having a torrid time trying to get past Alisha, her defensive positioning has been spot 

on. 

As they approach the back markers however a slight misjudgement by Harry gives Alisha a bit of 

breathing room. 

Mathew Wright has a bit of a bump off the bridge and is shown a bumping board. 

Harry Eyre passes Alisha under the bridge, she left the door open and he leapt at the opportunity up 

the inside. Fantastic driving from both. 

As the race winds down the race leaders are in clear air and doing their own thing. 

Oliver Flexen and Matt Prior are both keeping consistent with their times. 

Thomas and Grace are both fantastic under blues, staying on line they slow and allow the drivers 

past. Fantastic track positioning. 



 
The back-markers are definitely going to come into play as the leaders look to cement their finishing 

positions.  

As the leaders catch them there are some tight moments but fortunately the leaders manage to pass 

unscathed. 

3 laps to go and Alisha has some work to do to chase down third. Everybody else seems to have 

settled for their respective positions. Only a mistake under blue flags or a loss of control can affect 

the outcome now 

Harry Eyre comes under pressure one last time, he just needs to defend and the third podium spot is 

his! He does so and, cements his podium spot! Whipday takes the win, with Aloul second. 

RACE RESULTS 

P1 Alex Whipday 33.004 (fastest Lap)  P7 Ioan Evans 

 

P2 Oliver Aloul       P8 Oliver Flexen 

 

P3 Harry Eyre      P9 Thomas Lee-Davies 

 

P4 Alisha Palmowski     P10 Matt Prior 

 

P5 Alex Bomberg     P11 James Rouen-Stout 

 

P6 Matthew Wright     P12 Grace Lee-Davies 

 
 


